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Ubuntu linux command line cheat sheet

By: Nicholas Brown. There are numerous useful Ubuntu Linux commands available, and they actually make life easier in some cases. Conveniently, many of the Ubuntu commands specified here also work on other Linux distributions. Note that these commands do not necessarily work correctly on all versions of Ubuntu. This list of Linux commands is constantly being expanded and does not include all
Linux shell commands, but it will cover as many as possible and provide a brief example (and a description) that shows how they are used. These Ubuntu commands do not guarantee the effect you need, and if you continue reading this article, your acceptance of Kompulsa's disclaimer will be accepted. Command. Photo credit: ronstik/Bigstock.com Start desktop environments When you exit your desktop
environment into a shell or start a shell, you should start a desktop environment such as KDE, GNOME, LXDE, or XFCE. Start the X Server (this also starts your desktop environment if it is configured for it) from the Ubuntu shell: startx Start XFCE 4: exec startxfce4 Start KDE: exec startkde Start LXDE: exec startlxde In some cases, you may need to enter these commands in your .xinitrc file and then type
'startx' to work properly. View, view and edit files How to edit or view the contents of a file in Ubuntu from the command line: nano: Nano is a text editor that is often pre-installed in Linux distributions. You can create a new text file or edit an existing text file (whether text or configuration file). Here are two examples of its use via the Ubuntu shell: nano newfile.txt nano .xinitrc less: The 'less' command displays
the contents of a file directly in the command prompt window, and you can simply scroll through the Enter key. An example of using this command: less file name.txt echo: The echo command can be used to print a value or string on the screen, and it can also be used to write text to a file. You can use it .B to write 'Yay' to a text file named yay.txt, as shown below: echo Yay &gt; yay.txt Convert a string to
hexadecimal: you can convert a string to hexadecimal as shown: echo -n This string is converted to a hexadecimal format | od -A n -t x1 Add software: Ubuntu commands for package installation How to install an app/program in Ubuntu from the command line: You may need to enter sudo before some of these Ubuntu commands. apt-get install: This command installs a package in Ubuntu. An example of
using this command is: sudo apt-get install nano. When you install a package but want to get the exact package name needed for installation (we use Chromium for this example, a browser), you can use apt-cache search as shown below. apt-cache search chromium that should return a list of Ubuntu packages that match these search terms (along with their descriptions if you want to explore and search
new apps), and you will see probably chrome browser in the results. This means that you can install Chromium by typing: apt-get install chromium-browser Removing Packages/Deinstalling Software In Ubuntu How to uninstall a Ubuntu package from the command line: The apt-get remove command uninstalls packages in Ubuntu. For example, you could use it as follows: apt-get remove chromium-browser.
Note that apt-get remove does not always remove associated packages (in this case dependencies) that may have been installed. Another useful Ubuntu command is 'apt-get autoremove'. The autoremove command cleans up Ubuntu packages left behind during the (sometimes) incomplete uninstall process. Example Use: apt-get autoremove Ubuntu Authentication/User Account Commands login: The
login command can be used to log into a user account from the command line on Ubuntu. Example Use: Login logout: The logout command logs you from a user account from the command line/terminal. This is useful for ssh sessions if you want to exit a VPS that you are signed in to. Example Use: logout sudo: The sudo command allows a non-root account to perform administrative tasks on Ubuntu
(depending on whether they are in the sudoers file and the permissions specified in the configuration exist) by typing sudo before commands are executed, and they usually need to enter a password to continue. This is useful if you want someone to use your computer while restricting their permissions. Example Use: sudo apt-get install package-name su: The su command allows you to quickly switch to
the root account in a Ubuntu terminal window. Example Use: Enter su followed by the root password when prompted. It is not advisable to remain logged in as a root user on Linux. passwd: The passwd command changes a user password. Example Use: Enter 'passwd' and follow the instructions/enter your new password. Generate a random password with OpenSSL: openssl rand -base64 16 This can also
be done with the GPG tool: gpg --gen-random --armor 1 14 Clear Scrollback/Erase Contents If you have entered a password or something confidential in the terminal and need to delete your scrollback or delete your terminal history, Use the following command: history -c ssh: You can use this command to connect to your remote server or another computer (e..B. a server on a VPS web hosting account) for
shell access without having to use your browser. Example Use: ssh username@domain.com OR ssh username@ipaddress Shut down SSH server: Service ssh stop OR to your to start: service ssh start chmod: The command 'chmod' changes the permissions. You can use it to set .B read, write, and access permissions for a file. Example use: chmod 754 filename.txt. chown: The 'chown' command
changes the ownership of a file or directory. Example Use: chown newowner plop.txt chroot: This allows you to change the current root for the terminal window in which you are located. Use. User: The 'users' command in Ubuntu lists Users who are currently logged on. Example Usage: User adduser: The 'adduser' command in Ubuntu creates a new user. Example use: adduser newusername userdel: You
can use the 'userdel' command to delete a user. Example Use: userdel username visudo: This Ubuntu command allows you to edit the sudoers file that you might need if you need to create a new user and grant them sudo or other administrative rights. Example Use: visudo groups: The command groups lists user groups. It can also list the groups in which a specific user resides. Example use: grouped user
names. Download files from the command line on Linux 'wget' is one of these useful Ubuntu commands (although not exclusive to Ubuntu) you can download files from the command line. It stores URLs in a file, e..B. when they run wget on an HTML page, it is downloaded and stored in a file. This works not only on Ubuntu, but also on the rest of Linux distributions. Example use: wget curl: curl is not
installed on all machines, but it is found on many. You can use it to download the contents of a file and print it on the screen or for other purposes. Example Usage: Curl access/manipulation of drives and directories in Linux If you have not started into a desktop environment and do not see your partition, second hard drive, or external USB drive in Ubuntu (or any Linux distribution), you may need to mount
the drive with the mount command. '*' refers to the number of the device. If you find the device and it is /dev/sda6, you would simply replace the '*' with '6'. Example Use: mount /dev/sda* /mnt/directory_you_created An example Ubuntu command to lift the deployment of a drive: umount /mnt/directory_you_created Ubuntu command to enter a directory or a mounted drive: you can use the 'cd' command to
enter a directory by typing 'cd directory_name'. List directory content: You can list the contents of the directory you entered by typing one of the Ubuntu ls commands. You can enter 'ls -a' to list the files and folders with their respective permissions. Remove Directory: You can remove a directory with the 'rmdir' command if it is empty. To remove a directory that contains files, you can use the command 'rm'
with the parameter 'rf' as follows: 'rm -rf plop'. 'plop' in this case is the directory name. Copying files and moving to Ubuntu Linux You can use the 'cp' command to create files or directories in Ubuntu or another copy. Example Use: cp -R home/username/filename.txt /directory/subdirectory/filename.txt The -R option means recursive and copies files within the directory. Learn more about cp and its options.
Create a RAM disk to run your programs from THE RAM (or load files from THE RAM) You can create a partition in RAM (use some of your memory as a drive) to store frequently used files or programs. This allows them to load much faster (because RAM is much faster than a hard drive). Remember this This must be recreated each time you restart your computer, so you should run these commands at
startup. You also need root priviledges to execute the following commands (or the 'sudo' command). mkdir -p /media/ramdisk mount -t tmpfs -o size=1024M tmpfs /media/ramdisk Ubuntu/Linux Networking Commands ifconfig: This can be used to provide information about running network interfaces, including their IP addresses. This can be used to derive the IP address of your computer on your local
network. If it returns 'eth0', then you're probably using an Ethernet connection, so the 'eth' and 'wlan0' refers to Wi-Fi (Wireless LAN). It can also be if you have both a wired and a wireless network interface card (NIC). ping: The ping command allows you to ping another computer, such as.B. a server, to see if it is responding. You can also use ping to determine if you have a working Internet connection. If
you receive an answer like this: PING google.com (IP address) 56(84) bytes of data. 64 bytes of lga25s61-in-f14.1e100.net (IP address): icmp_seq=1 ttl=57 time=2.17 ms from a website with this command, your Internet connection works: Ping google.com ifup: Start a network interface. Example Use: ifup eth0 ifdown: Exit a network interface. Example Use: ifdown eth0 whois: The Whois command can
provide domain information by simply domain.com whois. For example, whois microsoft.com netstat: The 'netstat' command displays the Internet connections for your Ubuntu computer, among other things. Example Use: netstat traceroute: The traceroute command attempts to track the route that a packet must travel to get to the specified host. Minimum Required Parameters: Traceroute domain.com
Manage Processes, Completion Programs, and System Resources crontab: The crontab Ubuntu command is used to run programs when starting in Ubuntu. Example Use above: The top command shows running processes and their system resource usage such as RAM and CPU usage. Just type 'top' to run it, and Ctrl + C to exit. vmstat: This command Ubuntu displays statistics about the virtual memory.
Just enter 'vmstat' to start it. pkill: This shuts down processes by sending them the SIGTERM signal. Please be careful if you use any kill commands. Learn more about using it thoroughly before you try it. pgrep: pgrep lists the IDs of processes with the name you specify. If, for example.B, you want to view all running mysqld processes, typing pregrep mysqld will list the IDs of the executed mysqld
processes. w: The command 'w' lists processes of users next to their user names, their average system loads. Example Use: w Shutdown, Restart, and Shutdown Power Management: This Ubuntu command can shut down or restart your computer. Example Use: Shutdown -h now or: Shutdown -r now The '-h' option turns off your Ubuntu machine and the '-r' option restarts it. Restart: This will restart the
computer. Example Use: Restart Retrieving the path of a command/retrieving the path of a program You can use the or find out where a program's binaries are installed by using the 'dpkg-query' command: dpkg-query -L programname You can see many paths. Look for the usr/bin paths for the binaries. Miscellaneous Get BIOS information from the command line in Linux (this also works for other
distributions): dmidecode You may need to install dmidecode first. First.
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